
Five friends are talking about the cryptocoins they have. Guess the number of coins each friend has and identify the speci�c

coins they own.

Shirt: blue, orange, pink, purple, yellow

Name: Frank, George, Kevin, Quent, Victor

cryptocurrency: Flexcoin, GlimmerCoin, Kryptonic,

Quarkchain, VortexCoin

Amount: 200, 400, 500, 600, 900

Password: Crossword42, Cryptic123, Jigsaw27, Memory999,

Sudoku77

Sold: boat, car, motorcycle, phone, watch

Quent is exactly to the left of the man who holds

Flexcoins.

The enthusiast in the Blue shirt is located between the

man who holds GlimmerCoins and Quent, in this

sequence.

The holder of 400 coins is right after the man with 500

coins.

The man safely storing his coins with the password

'Cryptic123' speci�cally acquired his share by selling a

Watch.

The enthusiast investing in Quarkchain sold a Boat to

enter the crypto market.

Kevin is directly positioned after the enthusiast holding

Kryptonic coins.

The man in the Blue shirt is situated to the left of the

enthusiast who sold a Watch.

The enthusiast using 'Jigsaw27' as a password is

located somewhere to the right of the man wearing a

Blue shirt.

Frank ensures the safety of his coins by using

'Sudoku77' as his password.

The holder of 500 coins funded his investment by

selling a Watch.

George has decided to put his money into VortexCoins.

Frank obtained his share of coins by selling a Car.

The man in the Yellow shirt holds 400 coins in his

possession.

Victor stands beside the man wearing an Orange shirt.

The enthusiast using 'Memory999' as a password

acquired his coins by selling a Motorcycle.

The man with the password 'Cryptic123' is situated

between the man in the Pink shirt and the holder of the

'Memory999' password, sequentially.

The man who sold a phone to buy cryptocurrencies is

at one of the ends.

The man dressed in Pink owns 600 coins.

Right after the VortexCoin holder is the man who

invests in Kryptonic.

The individual who holds the most coins is also the one

who sold a Boat to acquire them.
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Five friends are talking about the cryptocoins they have. Guess the number of coins each friend has and identify the speci�c

coins they own.

Shirt: blue, orange, pink, purple, yellow

Name: Frank, George, Kevin, Quent, Victor

cryptocurrency: Flexcoin, GlimmerCoin, Kryptonic,

Quarkchain, VortexCoin

Amount: 200, 400, 500, 600, 900

Password: Crossword42, Cryptic123, Jigsaw27, Memory999,

Sudoku77

Sold: boat, car, motorcycle, phone, watch

Quent is exactly to the left of the man who holds

Flexcoins.

The enthusiast in the Blue shirt is located between the

man who holds GlimmerCoins and Quent, in this

sequence.

The holder of 400 coins is right after the man with 500

coins.

The man safely storing his coins with the password

'Cryptic123' speci�cally acquired his share by selling a

Watch.

The enthusiast investing in Quarkchain sold a Boat to

enter the crypto market.

Kevin is directly positioned after the enthusiast holding

Kryptonic coins.

The man in the Blue shirt is situated to the left of the

enthusiast who sold a Watch.

The enthusiast using 'Jigsaw27' as a password is

located somewhere to the right of the man wearing a

Blue shirt.

Frank ensures the safety of his coins by using

'Sudoku77' as his password.

The holder of 500 coins funded his investment by

selling a Watch.

George has decided to put his money into VortexCoins.

Frank obtained his share of coins by selling a Car.

The man in the Yellow shirt holds 400 coins in his

possession.

Victor stands beside the man wearing an Orange shirt.

The enthusiast using 'Memory999' as a password

acquired his coins by selling a Motorcycle.

The man with the password 'Cryptic123' is situated

between the man in the Pink shirt and the holder of the

'Memory999' password, sequentially.

The man who sold a phone to buy cryptocurrencies is

at one of the ends.

The man dressed in Pink owns 600 coins.

Right after the VortexCoin holder is the man who

invests in Kryptonic.

The individual who holds the most coins is also the one

who sold a Boat to acquire them.
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Enthusiast #1 Enthusiast #2 Enthusiast #3 Enthusiast #4 Enthusiast #5

Shirt pink bl�� orange ye��ow purp��

Name Frank Victor George Q��nt Kevin

cryptocurrency Glim��rCoin Quarkchain Vor��xCoin Kryptonic F��xcoin

Amount 600 900 500 400 200

Password Sudoku77 Crossword42 Cryptic123 Memory999 Jigsaw27

Sold car boat watch motorcyc�� pho��
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